
d.school T-wall
The T-walls (so-called because of their shape when viewed from above) 
are one of the most time-tested elements at the d.school.  An early 
need to be able to quickly adapt spaces for multiple use cases literally 
had us moving walls.  The T-walls allow for rapid transformation of 
spaces in response to any given context.

Each T-wall unit consists of two nearly identical “walls”.  The walls 
themselves are wood frames covered (“skinned”) with thinner laminate 
materials.  At the d.school, we have skinned the T-walls with acrylic, 
polycarbonate, masonite, and “showerboard.”  The non-porous surfaces 
of showerboard and acrylic, for example, create easily-replaceable,  dry 
erase writable surfaces that are less expensive than commercially 
available product of similar scale.

The framing construction can be basic -- using standard 2x4 lumber -- 
or more elaborate using thick, mulit-ply plywood or finer hardwood 
lumber.  The principles leading to the successes of the T-wall in 
collaborative spaces hold true regardless of the finishes; we have found 
that the T-walls can be implemented on large or small budgets.

Configure This:
We are frequently surprised at how the T-walls adapt to di!erent collaborative activities.  
Here are a few layouts to try for some specific scenarios:  

“Lecture” “In the Round”“Expo” “On Stage”

Sourcing:
We have made best attempts to establish relationships with 
local vendors.  In some cases they are also regional & 
national distributors, so if you are outside of the SF-Bay 
Area, they may still be able to provide products.

Casters:
Industrial Caster & Wheel Co.,  2200 Carden St., San 
Leandro, CA 94577-2247  //  (510) 569-8303
Contact: MATT or BRIAN & reference the "3" Stanford 
Caster"--a metal frame with a red wheel; 3" or 5" height

Showerboard / lumber:
Pine Cone Lumber, 895 East Evelyn Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086-6532 // (408) 736-5491 // www.pineconelumber.com
Contact: JUNO & reference "solid white tileboard"  or 
"showerboard" -- they are familiar with how the d.school 
uses the material

Acrylic / polycarbonate:
Port Plastics, 550 East Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 
95131-1235  //  (408) 571-2231  //  www.portplastics.com

TAP Plastics, 312 Castro Street, Mountain View, CA 
94041  //  (650) 962.8430  //  www.tapplastics.com

Masonite:
Minton’s Lumber, 455 West Evelyn Avenue, Mountain View, 
CA 94041-1391  //  (650) 968-9201  //  
www.mintonslumber.com

Showerboard:
(4) - sheets @ 4’ x 6’-3”

Quantities & Qualities:
(For 2x4 lumber option; 

~6’-6” overall height; 
showerboard surfacing)

Casters:
(3) - HEAVY-DUTY casters;
3” wheel

Lumber for vertical members:
(10) - 2x4 @ 6’

Lumber for horizontal members:
(4) - 2x4 @ 4’

Hardware:
Self-tapping Lath screws for 
showerboard attachment

Carriage bolts (w/ nuts + washers) or 
lag screws for connecting the walls

Screws for frame assembly

How tall?
We have found 6’-6” to 

be the max. height for a 
usable, non-intimidating 

dry-erase surface.  Taller 
surfaces can wreck team 

dynamics and create 
unreachable areas.

The Guts:
Both frames are identical.  Each has a “C”-shaped 
vertical center assembly allowing for either 
component to function for connecting the pair 
using bolts or lag screws.  Holes in the center 
channel can be pre-drilled before installing the 
laminate surface; holes should be located at top, 
mid, and bottom heights.

“C” 
channel

Anchor 
holes

Build Sequence:
1.  Build the frames
2. Skin one side of each as shown in “The Guts” illustration
3. Connect both frames 
4. Attach remaining skins 
5. Casters can be installed any time after Step 1.

How many screws for the skins?
For showerboard: we use Lath screws on the 
borders of the wall sections @ 8” spacings. 
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